Columnist Says Maryland Hospital Should Stop Denying
Stent Problems
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I wrote a few days ago about the strange situation at a Baltimore hospital where the top
heart surgeon apparently placed unnecessary stents in hundreds of patients. The
hospital originally admitted the errors, but then when the plaintiff lawyers got involved
the hospital changed its story and began denying negligence.
Now Jay Hancock, in a column in the Baltimore Sun, says St. Joseph Medical Center in
Towson, Maryland, should stop denying the stent problems or they might be “haunted”
by their treatment of the wronged patients. Here are excerpts:
Even the most sophisticated Catholic logician of them all, St. Thomas Aquinas, would
have a hard time following this one:
St. Joseph Medical Center fired its star cardiologist because he improperly inserted
stents in the coronary arteries of hundreds of St. Joseph’s patients, ergo the Towson
hospital has done nothing wrong.
That’s the argument the hospital wants you to buy, as far as we can tell from its words
and actions. But you can see that the premise doesn’t quite lead to the conclusion.
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St. Joseph deserves credit for shutting down Dr. Mark Midei last year when an internal
review showed that he was implanting stents in numerous coronary arteries with
“insignificant” blockage. Stents are intended to prop open blocked vessels and are
considered a serious step because they can also can cause fatal clots and other
complications. Given the emotional and financial pain that was sure to result from its
discovery, another hospital might have tried to cover it all up.
Now St. Joseph needs to continue to do the right thing and negotiate in good faith with
patients who got stents that a state inquiry and the hospital’s own probe suggest were
unneeded. Turn over the documents the plaintiff lawyers want. Drop the legal bluster,
the “generally denies all allegations of liability” stonewalling.
St. Joseph’s own investigation, which resulted in nearly 600 patients being told that
stents were implanted in vessels with insignificant blockage, amounts to a stipulation
that something was very, very wrong.
There is no established medical reason to stent an artery with insignificant blockage.
Medicare won’t even pay for it.
Perhaps malpractice insurance companies are behind St. Joseph’s new militancy. We
don’t know who will end up paying for whatever settlement plaintiffs might collect. On
Monday, a St. Joseph spokeswoman declined to identify the hospital’s malpractice
insurer, citing “proprietary reasons.”
Maybe insurers are adding up the potential liability and drawing a harder line. Maybe
both St. Joseph and the insurers worry about evidence reported by The Sun suggesting
Midei was implanting unneeded stents farther back than three years ago, the limits of
the hospital’s review. That could increase the bill.
“Justice is a certain rectitude of mind whereby a man does what he ought to do in the
circumstances confronting him,” Aquinas wrote in the Summa Theologica.

What St. Joseph ought to do is reach a fair deal with the people who seem to have been
harmed inside its walls. The top order of business should be patients who didn’t have
stents before their first one was implanted in an unblocked artery, sentencing them to a
lifetime of anti-clotting blood thinners they might not otherwise have needed.
But as long as the hospital resists a settlement, the case of the questionable stents will
continue to haunt it.
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